Traxxas t maxx parts diagram

Table of Contents. MODEL Page 2 Adjustments way. Refer to the next page to find out how to
Thank you again for going with Traxxas. We work hard every day contact us and what your
support options are. Be sure to read them! Maintenance, replacement parts, and E-mail: support
Traxxas. Operate Because T-Maxx is controlled by radio, it is subject to radio interference your
T-Maxx sensibly and with care, and it will be exciting, safe, and from many sources beyond your
control. Refer to the pages indicated for details on each step. Look for the Quick Start logo on
the bottom corners of Quick Start pages. The Quick Start Guide is not intended to replace the 1.
The TQ-3 is a 3-channel system that provides high-power output up Applying The Decals to a
quarter mile and control for up to three servos. Page 9 Frequency band - The radio frequency
used by the transmitter to send Trim - The fine-tuning adjustment of the neutral position of the
servos, signals to your T-Maxx. All Traxxas RTR models operate on a 27 MHz made by turning
the throttle and steering trim knobs on the face of frequency band. The battery compartment is
Use the Right Batteries located in the base of the transmitter. Your transmitter uses AA
batteries. Use new alkaline batteries, or rechargeable Page 11 7. A special wiring harness for
T-Maxx Traxxas part batteries. Signs of weak against the diagrams in the that includes a handy
external charging jack is required. Locate the black antenna wire that exits the top Spray a little
window cleaner place. Do not over tighten or crush the antenna Antenna Tip of the receiver box.
Never turn the radio system off while the engine is Each time you prepare to run your T-Maxx,
Operate the shift button on the transmitter and check for rapid The TQ-3 Radio System was
pre-adjusted at the factory. The adjustment When the engine is running, operation of the
shifting servo. Its impressive performance is the result of years of focused changing or
modifying any engineering development, and thousands of hours of controlled part of the TRX
2. Page 18 The break-in procedure can be different for different the piston will feel very tight at
top of the sleeve top dead center , makes of engines. Follow the Traxxas directions for break-in
exactly. If the fit Carb - Abbreviation for carburetor. This screw the exhaust tip for one or two
seconds while the engine is starting. Page 21 Apply 30 drops of performance by switching to an
aftermarket filter, and you may risk the Traxxas filter oil evenly to the top, bottom and sides of
the filter engine damage due to poor filtration. The See page 29 for more Understanding the
Carburetor adjustments information on how air tuning needles are there to adjust how much
fuel is made available for The carburetor performs several functions. The EZ-Start consists of a
hand-held 1. Press the tab in the end of the battery Another convenient option control unit and
an on-board motorized starter. The controller monitors the load is in protection mode, wait
being placed on the EZ-Start motor. If the load becomes excessive, at least three minutes before
the system shuts off power to the motor to prevent costly damage attempting to start the The
break-in process can cause The TRX 2. Page 27 3-second count, hold for 2 more seconds, and
then Only use the Traxxas break-in thousand two, and then stop. Repeat this starting and
stopping gently apply the brake to stop. Count the five seconds out while procedure. Bring the
vehicle in and pinch closed the fuel line going into the operating temperature and running
slightly rich. All final tuning adjustments carburetor use the engine shut-off clamp. Page Watch
closely for any signs of overheating. Page 31 If it will not shift, then refer to the troubleshooting
very fast and responsive and is intended for experienced drivers. Do not drive over the limits of
your reflexes and ability. Drive with Be careful not to over tighten the adjustment help protect
the drive train from sudden shock loads such as landing off screw or you may damage the
tension spring. Note that changes in ride height Two pivot balls are accessible through Factory
toe-in settings can will occur when changes in shock angle or spring rates are made. You the
spokes of each of the wheels on your be achieved by installing the can compensate for ride
height changes by changing the pre-load Big bumps and rough terrain require a softer For
easier access to the This setting will improve high-speed cornering on smoother terrain by
suspension with the maximum possible Page 35 After-run Procedure and wrist pins
reciprocating Inspect the gears for wear, broken teeth, or debris lodged between You must
perform after-run maintenance on your Traxxas engine assemblies. Be sure the throttle is in the
idle position. You may 3. Turn the model upside down and plug in the EZ-Start controller. Page
37 T-Maxx is in place and has not been cut or damaged. Next, make The contents of different
brands of fuel other than Traxxas Top Fuel sure the batteries are all fresh or fully charged.
Finally, if you are still in combination with extreme atmospheric conditions can also make
experiencing short range, try a different location. Page 38 Traxxas Top Fuel. Try a new Traxxas
glow plug. Sometimes a glow plug will work well The engine could be worn. Print page 1 Print
document 41 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore
password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Enough aftermarket components have been
made by Traxxas for this line that you could continue to tinker with the same model for years to
come. Over time, Traxxas has been able to collect a lot of information about the various
performance figures of their own vehicles. Modern Traxxas T-Maxx 3. In many ways, you

actually are! These sophisticated pieces of equipment incorporate advanced computer
technology that ensures a level of stability and drivability even when conditions start to suffer
for whatever reason. A strong 2. Perhaps most importantly, these trucks are compatible with a
selection of special fuels from Traxxas. This has the same name as the top fuel materials that
real-world hot rods might run on and for a good reason. Eventually, you might even want to
start investing in a selection of replacement parts that can help you out in a pinch. From
something as simple as a set of body washers to an extremely complex part like a Bluetooth
wireless module , Traxxas T Maxx cars have a wide-ranging catalog of parts that go with them.
For more information about what kinds of vehicles and parts are currently being offered, make
sure to contact RC Superstore online. Traxxas T-Maxx 2. T Maxx 3. Traxxas T Maxx 2. Traxxas T
Maxx Parts From something as simple as a set of body washers to an extremely complex part
like a Bluetooth wireless module , Traxxas T Maxx cars have a wide-ranging catalog of parts
that go with them. Add to Cart. This item ships only to the As with other EZ Peak iD chargers,
these are compatible This is the must-have set for all Traxxas owners. This is the Traxxas
T-Maxx 3. This is the newest, updated version of the outstanding T-Maxx 3. Out of stock. It is
always good to have extra body clips around to keep your body securely fastened. These fit all
of the. Set Includes:Straight Hex Drivers: 1. With up to amps of output and the ability to operate
the charger via Bluetooth from your iOS or Android device, this is the most powerful, most
advanced charger ever from Traxxas! Traxxas iD Set Includes This is a replacement antenna
tube. Antenna tubes are used to help secure and protect reciever antenna wires. The lower
number of teeth on the spur gear, the faster the vehicle will be. The higher the number of teeth,
the more acceleration it will have. This set includes straight tip 1. Traxxas Stability Management
TSM allows you to experience all the extreme power, speed, and acceleration The wireless
module works with Android v4. The XO-1 relies on a high-strength tire bond to withstand
incredible centrifugal forces at speeds in excess of These are the Traxxas Degree Body Clips.
These are a smaller size, typically used to hold down receiver covers, battery hold-downs,
bodies on smaller trucks, etc. This is the Traxxas replacement Body Washers. The Transmitter
Phone Mount provides a secure mounting base for your mobile device when using it for the
Traxxas app. This is the Traxxas T-Maxx 2. This truck comes with the Traxxas TQ-3 2. This is the
replacement silicone damper oil that is included in many of the Traxxas kits. Silicone damper
shock oil is This is the Traxxas Recoil Starter for the 2. This is the Traxxas mAh 7. This works
with the EZ-Start 1 and 2. This is a stock replacement for many vehicles, and can also be used
as an upgrade to the servo found in some models. These are for use as an ESC connector.
Note: 4S Traxxas ID batteries are not compatible with these connectors due to the connector
shape. This is the Traxxas TQi 2. This oil can be used to tune differentials in many Traxxas
vehicles for peak performance! For use in these vehicles and more! These fit all versions of the
T-Maxx. Designed to upgrade the stock, threaded suspension arm These are used on most
Traxxas vehicles. This set contains the spring retainers that hold the springs in place over the
shock body and the piston heads that control the amount of oil flow in the shock cylinder. This
can be used in place of the Traxxas part Quick Links Download this manual. Your T-Maxx
combines automatic, two-speed shifting in forward and reverse, with powerful four-wheel disc
braking. The patented transmission design and three-channel TQ-3 radio system put these
functions right at your fingertips. Page 4 Before You Proceed Carefully read and follow all
instructions in this and any accompanying materials to prevent serious damage to your T-Maxx.
Before running your T-Maxx, look over this entire manual, and examine the truck carefully.
Operate your T-Maxx sensibly and with care, and it will be exciting, safe, and fun for you and
those around you. Failure to operate your T-Maxx in a safe and responsible manner may result
in property damage and serious injury. Look for the instructions available in Quick Start logo on
the bottom corners of Quick Start pages. You can glue the tires without removing the wheels
from the truck. For clarity, these instructions show the process with the wheels removed. You
must remove this film before applying any decals. To remove the film, lift a corner of the film
and carefully pull it off the body in one continuous piece. The TQ-3 is a 3-channel system that
provides high- power output up to a quarter mile and control for up to three servos. They will be
used throughout this manual. Channel - The 27 MHz frequency band is divided into 6 channels
so that up to six models can be operated simultaneously. The battery compartment is located at
the base of the transmitter. Remove the battery compartment door by pressing the tab and
lifting the door up. Install the batteries in the correct orientation as indicated in the battery
compartment. The battery slot in the battery holder for the receiver batteries is located
underneath the battery cover. Locate the black antenna wire that exits the receiver cover. The
T-Maxx receiver cover is mounted on the top of the chassis, near the front. Page 17 Other TQ-3
Radio System Adjustments In addition to the electronic throttle and steering trim controls, your
radio system features throttle neutral adjustment and servo reversing switches. The adjustment

should be checked, before running the model, in case of movement during shipping. Fully
extend the chrome antenna mast on the transmitter and turn the switch on. Page 21 The TRX 2.
The TRX 2. Page 22 The TRX 2. Page 24 The TRX 2. Usually the fault of an excessively lean fuel
mixture or glow plug failure. Page 25 Priming - Manually causing fuel to move from the fuel tank
up to the carburetor. This is sometimes necessary after the engine has been sitting for a long
period of time and all the fuel has drained back to the tank. On a Traxxas model this is done by
holding your finger over the exhaust tip for one or two seconds while the engine is starting.
Page 26 The TRX 2. Call your TRX 2. Use only the supplied filter. You will not improve engine
performance by switching to an aftermarket filter, and you may risk engine damage due to poor
filtration. Page 28 The TRX 2. It controls the affects engine tuning. At that point, fuel metering is
entirely controlled by the high-speed needle. Again, using our water hose example, when the
spray nozzle at the end of our garden hose is fully open, then the main water valve can be used
to adjust how fast the water flows. Page 30 The TRX 2. The EZ-Start consists of a type of
charger is an AC peak- handheld control unit and an on-board motorized starter. When the red
button on the controller is depressed, the EZ-Start motor begins to spin the engine, and power
from the control unit heats the glow plug. Page 32 The TRX 2. This type of engine design relies
on a precautions. Page 33 Tank 1 1. Drive the model with the body off. Then gently apply the
brake to stop. Count the two seconds out while accelerating: one thousand one, one thousand
two, and then stop. Page 34 The TRX 2. Turn the mixture, it is very mixture needles clockwise to
lean the fuel mixture and important to make several counterclockwise to richen it. Page 35
Low-Speed Fuel Mixture Adjustment The low-speed mixture is always set after the high-speed
needle is correctly adjusted. The low-speed mixture will be set using the pinch test. Once the
engine is warm, do several high-speed runs to confirm that the high-speed needle is set
correctly. Page 36 The TRX 2. Engine temperature can be used as an effective tuning aid when
you understand the relationship between engine temperature and ambient temperature. Before
you go on, here are some important precautions to keep in mind. Page 38 Adjusting Your
T-Maxx Once you become familiar with driving your T-Maxx, you might need to make
adjustments for better driving performance. Adjusting the Slipper Clutch The T-Maxx features
an adjustable slipper clutch on the spur gear to help protect the drive train from sudden shock
loads such as landing off of jumps with the engine at full throttle. Page 39 Adjusting the Toe-in
Your T-Maxx comes from the factory with zero degrees of toe-in in the front, and one degree of
toe-in in the rear. You can adjust the toe-in on the front and rear of the truck. Set the steering
trim on your transmitter to neutral. Page 40 Adjusting Your T-Maxx For easier access to
Adjusting the suspension the rear-most shock The T-Maxx has adjustable suspension so that it
may be mounting screw, optimized for different kinds of terrain and driving styles. Page 41 Ride
height decreases as the lower shock mounting position is moved from position 1 to position 4.
Each pair of lower shock mounting holes 1,2 and 3,4 has equal ride height. Use lower ride
height for high-speed cornering and flat terrain, and when racing on relatively smooth tracks.
Page 42 Troubleshooting Your T-Maxx The following section addresses some very basic engine
and radio questions you may have about your T-Maxx. Most questions arise from simple user
errors or minor adjustments that are easy to correct. There you will find a much more extensive
and detailed online troubleshooting area. Page 43 shudder when taking off. It is most apparent
during the break-in process when you are driving in a gentle manner. Accelerating slightly
faster will virtually eliminate any visible shuddering. Engine spins but will not start: If the engine
is spinning but will not start, first check to make sure that both the motor and glow plug LEDs
on the EZ-Start controller light when the button is depressed. Neglecting the maintenance could
allow dirt, worn or damaged enough to require deposits, and moisture to build up inside the
engine leading to replacing the piston, internal engine failure. Page 45 After-run Procedure You
must perform after-run maintenance on your Traxxas engine whenever the model will be stored
for longer than a few hours. Taking the time to prepare your engine for storage will reward you
with longer engine life, easier starting, and better performance. Page 47 Jumping 37 Pressure
Line 7, 22 Lean 24, 29 Primary gear shaft 38 leaning the mixture 24 Priming, see Engine; priming
maximum safe lean setting , ProGraphix 10 Punch 25 Lubrication 29 Quick Start 8, 9, 10, 13, 14,
15, 18, Maintenance 44 19, 20, 26, 30, 31, 32, 34, 37, 44 Maintenance schedule Print page 1 Print
document 48 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore
password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. This is the Replacement Traxxas Body Clips.
They can be used on Traxxas or many other brands of cars Get the most Traxxas glow plugs are
the only plugs we recommend running in our engines. This glow plug is a direct replacement in
TRX 2. Also for use in TRX Pro. This is a replacement antenna tube. Antenna tubes are used to
help secure and protect reciever antenna wires Only 5 left in stock â€” Order soon. Only 1 left in
stock â€” Order soon. This set contains the spring retainers that hold the springs in place over
the shock body and the piston heads that control the amount of oil flow in the shock cylinder

Only 4 left in stock â€” Order soon. Use with 17mm Splined Wheel Hubs and Nuts. The Talon's
unique tread pattern pattern and soft compound rubber delivers excellent grip on a variety of
surfaces from pavement to off-road. The outside diameter is the same as a stock This is the
replacement silicone shock oil that is included in many of the Traxxas kits. Silicone damper
shock oil is better than petroleum shock oil because silicone oil is not affected by This is the
Rubber Cap Diaphragms for Traxxas plastic shocks, also work well with Associated aluminum
shocks Only 3 left in stock â€” Order soon. This is an assortment of e-clips, c-clips, and body
clips for the Traxxas line of cars and trucks This is the TQ 2. This is the Replacement Clutch
Shoes from Traxxas. These mount to the flywheel and engage the clutch This is the Traxxas
Ultra Shock rebuild kit that includes everything that is needed to rebuild two Ultra Shocks, as
used by Slash, Rustler, Stampede and many other Traxxas models This houses the 7. This wire
that is attached to the glow plug that heats it while starting. These body washers adhere to the
inside of the body over the body mount holes and cushions the body from vibration Only 2 left
in stock â€” Order soon. Let Dollar Hobbyz keep you on the road with authentic replacement
parts. Forgot your password? First Name. Last Name. Password Confirmation Password do not
match. Rewards points with every purchase Member-only deals New members entered into
monthly giveaway. Cart 0 0. AX10 Scorpion. Apache C1. Apache SC. Baja 5B. Baja 5B Flux. Baja
5B SS. Baja 5R. Baja 5SC. Baja 5T. Bandit VXL. Bandit XL Blast Boat. Blitz Flux. Brama 10B.
Bullet 3. Bullet Flux. Craniac 2WD. Crawler King. Cup Racer. Cyber 10B. DBX VE 2. Desert
Buggy XL. E-Maxx Brushless. E-Revo Brushless. EB-4 G3. Funny Car. GST Colossus. GST-E
Colossus. Hyper 7 TQ. Hyper SS Buggy. Hyper SS Truggy. LaTrax Rally. LaTrax Teton. MBX7R
Eco. MGT7 Eco. MT4 G3. MT4 K-Rock G5. Monster GT 8. Nitro 4-Tec. Nitro Rustler. Nitro Slash.
Nitro Sport. Nitro Stampede. Q32 D8T. RR10 Bomber. RS4 3. RS4 MT2. RS4 Sport 3. Rally 4x4
VXL. Rustler VXL. Rustler XL SC10B RS. SCX10 Deadbolt. SCX10 Dingo. SCX10 Trail Honcho.
Savage Flux. Savage X. Savage X SS. Savage XL. Savage XL Flux. Savage XL Octane. Savage
XS Flux. Skully 2WD. Slash 2WD. Slash 2WD F Raptor. Slash 2WD Robby Gordon. Slash 4x4
Platinum. Slash 4x4 Ultimate. Slash 4x4 VXL. Slayer Pro. Spartan Boat. Sprint 2. Stampede 2WD
XL Stampede 4x4 VXL. Stampede 4x4 XL T-Maxx 2. T-Maxx 3. TEN Rally-X. Telluride 4x4. Trophy
Buggy 3. Trophy Buggy Flux. Trophy Truggy 4. Trophy Truggy Flux. Ultima SC6 RS. Vorza Flux.
WR8 3. WR8 Flux. Wheely King. Wraith Jeep Wrangler Poison Spyder. Wraith Spawn. XO-1
Supercar. Yeti Score. Yeti XL. Batteries - NiMH. Batteries - NiMH 7. Battery Trays. Bodies Unpainted. Body Accessories. Chargers - DC. Chassis Parts. Disc Brake Parts. Driveline Parts.
Electronic Accessories. Engine Parts. Field Equipment. Foam Inserts. Fuel Tanks. Instruction
Manuals. One Way Bearings. Pinion Gears. Radio Systems. Servos - Metal Gear. Servos Waterproof. Servo Accessories. Servo Parts. Shock Towers. Spur Gears. Steering Parts.
Suspension Parts. Suspension Arms. Suspension Hinge Pins. Tires - Mounted. Tires - Off-Road.
Wheels - 14mm Hex. Wheels - 17mm Hex. Wheel Accessories. Wheel Beadlocks. Wheel Hex
Hubs. Power Source. Vehicle Type. Rally Car. Rock Crawler. Short Course. Traxxas Antenna
Tube, Blue traxxas This is a replacement antenna tube. Traxxas Teflon Fiber Washers, 5x8mm
traxxas This is the 5x8x0. Savox SWMG. Traxxas Power Cell 6C 7. Savox SCTG. Traxxas Spur
Gear, M0. Traxxas Bearing, Blue Rubber Sealed, 5x8x2. Can be used with any glow fuel Traxxas
Silicon Grease, 1oz. Tube traxxas This is Silicone grease that is used throughout many of the
Traxxas kits Savox SASG. Follow Us. All Rights Reserved. Terms Privacy Support Store Info.
This is the tooth, 0. Suited for the varied throttle range of off-road racing; Medium heat range.
Traxxas 17mm hubs and wheel nuts are made from They are made from red-anodized, T6
aluminum, which is stronger than titanium. Includes two mm front with four rod ends and
aluminum wrench. For Maxx This is a pair of 3. These bolts are used to secure the brake
calipers. This is the replacement 4-cell battery holder for several Traxxas Ready-to-Run nitro
kits. This receiver battery box holds four "AA" batteries and powers the receiver. These are
5mm Nylon Locknuts by Traxxas. These pivot balls are installed through the upper and lower
suspension arms and axle carriers and allow camber This is a set of Traxxas receiver tube caps
and a spool that could be used for any receiver antenna tubes. This is a replacement antenna
tube and cap. Antenna tubes are used to help secure and protect receiver antenna wires. These
are Axle Carriers, left and right, for use with larger 6x13mm ball bearings. The axle carriers and
steering blocks support the stub axles and bolt
2005 saturn vue seat covers
ford 655d backhoe manual
bmw 8 series e31
to the upper and lower suspension arms at each wheel. This is a 2-pack of Traxxas 10x15x4mm
Ball Bearings. This is a 2-pack of Traxxas 12x18x4mm Ball Bearings. This is a 2-pack of Traxxas
5x10x4mm Ball Bearings. This is a 2-pack of Traxxas 5X8mm Ball Bearings. This is a 2-pack of

Traxxas 6x12x4mm Ball Bearings. This is a 2-pack of Traxxas 8x16x5mm Ball Bearings. These
are Replacement Traxxas Body Clips. They can be used on Traxxas or most other brands of
cars. These mounts attach the bumpers to the bulkheads. This is a Package of Replacement
Caster Spacers for the 2. These spacers adjust caster of the wheels. This clutch bell attaches to
the adapter unit on the crankshaft, makes contact with the clutch shoes and meshes with the
main gear. These mount to the flywheel and engage the clutch. Pressure sensitive, peel and
stick vinyl decals. Suspension Parts. Telemetry Components. Traxxas T-Maxx 3. Quick view Add
to Cart. Add To Cart. Quick view. Add to Cart. For rear exhaust engines only.

